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Keynote Topic

3 Essential Elements of a
Purpose-Filled Life and One that
will Change Everything
This transformational talk inspires women to:
yy Discover a new twist on what they learned in Kindergarten that still
applies to living their best lives today;
yy Identify one simple thing they can do to tap into courage to BE who they
want to be, regardless of what others say; and
yy Learn that the only way to conquer yesterday is to get a picture of
tomorrow by stretching their dream muscles and changing the voice
they listen to.

Yvette’s Keynotes and Workshops Touch Hearts and Change Lives
“Your story told me I too can get past all my pains, hurts, obstacles and disappointments. Thank
you for helping me take the chains off of my past. I AM on the move, no STOPPING NOW. I
can see clearly now.” ~ F. Dudley
“Yvette’s story is amazing, and most people would never be able to overcome what she overcame.
You need to really work with her, you definitely want to work with her. She’s an amazing person
and she’s also powerful and she walks her talk” ~ Patricia L (Manifesting Strategies)
“Yvette McDowell is one to watch. She is a walking, talking poster child of taking imperfect
inspired action to get known and paid on the stages that matters most for her message. If you are
leading a women’s conference and looking for someone awesome to be a part of your movement, I
would recommend that you get in touch with Yvette because she is on fire.”
~ Nancy Juetten, www.GetKnownGetPaid.com

Keep Yvette’s message alive long after the conference
has concluded by purchasing abundant quantities of her
popular CD — The Ultimate Life Transformation System
— for every member of your audience.

Yvette’s can do spirit transcended years
of abuse, conflict, and a steady stream of
life threatening emergencies to become
an Emmy award-winning attorney,
firefighter/paramedic and personal
transformation expert. Today women
who want to set aside their own shame
and blame turn to Yvette’s inspirational
keynotes for inspiration to reclaim lives
of joy, contribution, and significance.

Book Yvette for Your
Next Women’s Conference
or Workshop
She’ll inspire your audience to take steps
and leave behind the drama, trauma and
chaos while reaching for and achieving
their dreams.

Info@ymcdowell.com
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